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Nationalism and patriotism indonesian was the embodiment love Indonesian against country and lands water Pancasila. Nationalism and attitude patriotism now be in a vortex civilization newly named gobalisisasi and received a lot of challenges so big. Nationalism and patriotism in the now is now beginning to eroded , wear off slowly and in replace ideology new with the advent of the times. Because eroded nationalism and attitude patriotism this is many parties who began uplifting nationalism and patriotism through various activities. One of which is through planting value nationalism and patriotism in educatio. Education based nationalism and patriotism be a way out to the process of refinement the nation and the country Indonesian. Hence to avoid their faded nationalism and patriotism the then the researcher take on titles Efforts Teachers PKn in Infuse Value Nationalism and Patriotism to Their Students Through PKn

This research in general aims to understand efforts teachers pkn in infuse value nationalism and patriotism to their students in learning activities, to know attitude students after perceiving value nationalism and patriotsme through pkn in daily activities at school , to know obstacles and efforts teachers in infuse value nationalism and patriotism

The study is done by using the qualitative study. Location this research in high school PGRI 1 Subang. Focus research is planning, the implementation and evaluation planting value nationalism and patriotism to their students and obstacles who appeared in the process of planting value nationalism to their students in high school PGRI 1 Subang with the number of respondents 35, namely the rest of grade student X social 4.

This research result indicates that: 1) an attempt planting value of nationalism and patriotism that did as teachers through a learning process citizenship education padasiswa class x 4 socials that is teachers who always check textbooks and duties of the students before setting of learning , teachers giving instructions to their students to join this extracurricular program da social activities, teachers always give students a chance to ask, and teachers motivate students to enhance the flavor and unity culture as well as love / product original in the land , 2) understanding the value of nationalism and patriotism on the kids class X social 4 is strong , can be seen from the majority of students in following a learning process in class as well as in the neighborhood of the school is always mengamalkan value of
nationalism and patrotisme, 3) obstacles faced by teachers pkn in the process for the
delivery of material some students difficult to understand and understand value
nationalism and patriotism, being a teacher pkn seek by means of set an example
continuously on students to students knew it look like value nationalism and
patriotism three of them. 4) the execution planting values nationalism through
learning citizenship education to their students class X social 4 high school PGRI 1
Subang 2016 namely , is reflected on desire students to be good citizens , unfaithful to
the state , honor a state of any , and is constantly at love the state .The values
nationalism implemented in the teaching process in class , interaction the student
with students and the student with teachers of both on and off class.
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